
This is to Certify that

_______________________________________________________________________________
    Purchaser’s Name: Homeower or Company

was issued this Warranty Certificate for the Signature Series Fence (Dual Protection)

purchased on ___________________________________________________________.
     Month / Day / Year (Please Fill in the full year (i.e.: 2020)

SKUs & Quantity Purchased:

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

WARRANTY CERTIFICATE
Signature Series Fence - Above & Below Protection

Certified by: ____________________________________

Date issued: ____________________________________

Signature: ______________________________________

Fence Armor and Postsaver’s Signature Series’ Above & Below
Protection safeguards against in-ground rot, lawn care maintenance
damage, and positively impacts the long-term, global environmental 
impacts of premature, full fence or post replacement. Extend wood
post life span by 20 years with Postsaver post sleeves. Its dual-layer 
barrier design heat shrinks to posts for a long-lasting, high-performance, 
air and water-tight seal that prevents in-ground chemical leaching while 
locking out moisture, rot, and fungi that live in the first 6˝ of earth. Adding 
Fence Armor Post Guards and Post Caps to new and existing posts stops 
additional damage from occurring above ground. Easy-to-apply Post Caps 
protects post-end-grain from in-climate weather causing posts to crack, 
warp and twist prematurely. Applying Post Guards at the base of each 
post, 2˝ above the ground line prevents grass trimmer damage, 
while it enhances the life and beauty of every post, year after 
year. All Fence Armor steel guards and powder-coated finishes 
are guaranteed to last for up to 5 years with normal wear and tear. 

©2022. All rights reserved by FenceArmor® and Postsaver®. FenceArmor is the registered retailer for all of North America, on behalf of Postsaver of UK. This certificate warrants that the Distributor 
named herein has permission to issue the WARRANTIES as offered by the FenceArmor and Postsaver manufacturers. Manufacturers GUARANTEE the PERFORMANCE of their PRODUCTS 
as outlined in their respective GUARANTEES/WARRANTIES. (FenceArmor offers a 5-Year Limited Warranty on the Steel & Powder-Coat Finish. Postsaver® offers a 20-Year Guarantee on their 
Postsleeves.) Details of both Manufacturer Warranties can be reviewed at FENCEARMOR.COM. Both ISSUER and PURCHASER MUST RETAIN their copies of this WARRANTY CERTIFICATE, 
in the event that one, or both PRODUCTS listed here fail to meet their respective WARRANTIES/GUARANTEES. 

Prevent. Protect. Prolong.™


